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Motivating Students to Learn: A Lifelong PerspectiVe

Deborah.J. StiPek

SUMMARY

,.earning is an active process requiring consciou% and deliberate

eCtort. Motivation to learn is therefore as necessary for learning to

"gGcur %IS is aptitude. This paper takes the position that it is hportAnt
of

r

For children to exert maximum effort on academic tasks in the classroom

awl to be independent, self-directed learners. Furthermore, strategies.

used to motivate children in school must not undermine their functioning

in Aw51-5econdary
educational programs or their desire to engage.in

lea'rning activities
outside of the classroom. Within the confext of

thr!se broad goals the paper addressei two questlons:
1) What are the

motivational
characteristics of a child who is

mosCilkely to achieve in

school at his or her optimal level; and.2) What kind of edgcational

environMent fosters these motivational characteristics?

The implications of two changes in traditional
assumptions based on

lolrning theory are discussed. First, evidence suggesting that external

rewards and punishments can have negative long-term effects on achieve-

$4z0 motivation is reviewed. SecOnd, theoretical and empirical work

deimenstrating that it is not reinforcement per se that'influences children's

uo.Oior in achievement settings, but beliefs about one's competencies,

perceptions of the cause of achievement outcomes and values regarding

actlievement-related rewards
that determine behavior.



tt is proposed that-external
reinforceent is often unnecessary

bEcgqie children are intrinsically motivated to engage in activAties

that result in the development of hew competencies. Intrinsically

motiva,ted achievement
behavior is considered more desirable than exl:ernally

moLiVated achievement
behavior'primarily because external reinforcewents,

3re aot always available,
especially in higher education institutions

int! easide of school. Moreover, over-reliance on extrinsic reinforce-

ments can undermine children's intrinstic motivation to engage in learAing

aetWities.

several stratcgies are recomMended for maintaining achievement-related

cognitions that result in high effort and continuid interest in learning:

1) .valoating on a mastery rather,than a normative standafd; 2) minimi,zing

satient public evidence of individual children's performance; 3) considee-

ing errors as a normal aspect of mastering new skills; and 4) providing

opportunities for all children to demonstrate competence in an activity

that is publically
valued by the teacher. De-emphasizing external

evaluation, selecting tasks that challenge each student's current,skill

level and providing opportunities for student choice in educational

mvironments are recommended as strategies to maintain intrinsic motivation.

Encouraging students
to trust their own

evaluations and to set reasonable

9041s; and providing greater automonmy in learning situations are suggested

to help students develop independeht,
self-directed learning strategies.

rhe paper concludes that radical changes in educational environments

will he necessary to achieve the
motivational goals set forth in the

paper. The repmmehdations
date back to John Dewey and some were imple-

memted in experimental schools in the 1960's and 70's. But now there

.0.40S/A
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exists strong theoretical and empirical evidence to support theimple-

mentation of these recommendations on a broad scale. While it would be

preferable to provide from the very beginning of a student's School

experience a learning environment that is conducive to,self confidence,

intrinsic motivation and independent, self-directed
learning, it is'

claimed that the introduction'of such a learning environment, eVen in

high school grades, will further these gobls.

'4140S/A
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Motivating Students to Learn: A Lifelong Perspective

Learning is an active process requiring conscious ancideliberate

effoct Motivation to learn is therefore as necessary for learning to

occur as is aptitude. The motivational problems of low-achieving children

-

havl. received the most attention'in the achievement motivation literature,

_
buc even gifted children's enthusiasm for learning can be dampened, and,

*

consequently, they too risk achieving'below their potential (Marland,

1971; Whitmore, 19t0). Educators must provide a learning context that

maintains
studeAs' motivation to engage in learning activities 'if all

students are to benefit maximally from the educational curriculum.

,fhis task is complicated by other important goals relate'd to-moti-

vaLion. To ,be sure, we want children to exert,maximum effort on academic

tasks in the classroom. But the strategies used to maintain children's

motivation in school must not hinder their functioning in post ;econdary

educational environments
which often require independent 1,2arning strategies-

and a high level of self motivation. We also hope that children will

engage in learning activities like reading or developing new skills

ofitside of school. Indeed, we want individuals to value learning and to

be motivated to seek learning opportunities throughout
their adult

lives.

Within the context of these broad goals, this paper addresses two

questions: 1) What are the motivational
characteristics of a child who

is-most likely to
achieveat his or her optimal level? 0 What kind of

educational environment
fosters these motivational characteristics?

XPIDS/A
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Differen-aged children pose different motivational problems and, conse-

quently; require different educational strategies.
Developmental factors

relevant to these two questions will therefore be discussed when relevant.

From Reinforcement to Cognition

Until about the last decade a reinforcement model of motivation

dominated the educational literature. In iis simplist form, this model

issumes that the frequency of a desireclbehavior increases
if an individual

is rewarded for the behavior and ,the frequency of undeSired behavior

decreases-if the-individual-is-puntshed-for_i_t__
Thus a chi Id exerts

effort on an acadewic assignment to obtain a reward (e.g. a high.grade)

and to avoid punishment (e.g., a low grade).

Even now, although educational psychology textbooks used in teacher

training are beginning to describe the cognitive models that currently

prevail in the theoretical and research literatures, they usually give

more attention to behavioral theory.
Ironically, the reinforcement

principles of
motivation that have

undoubtedlf-had-the-most impact on

educational practice are not grounded in an achievement-motivation

model.
Reinforcement theory was

proposed to account for all behavior

and achievement
behaviors'have never been given speciat theoretical

'attention.
However, at a practical level a'rather extensive educational

'technology" has
developed out of reinforcement theory.

Elaborate token

economies are employed to motivate children in many educational settings,

especially in programs for learning handicapped
or behaviorally disordered

children. Other rewards and punishments
such as verbal praise or criticism,

giving or withdrawing privileges,
and.grades, are common in all types of

educational settings.

Xli10°/A P
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rho Impact of reinforcement theory on American education is under-

ctaodable for the simple reason that reinforcers are often effective in

Oolfoiling achievement behavior. With. or without special training,

mott teachers find that the promise of a reward or the threat of punish-

ment can powerfully affect children's behavior in'the claSsroom, at

least in the short-term. Whan certain principles based on recent refinements

In the application of the theory are followed, rewards can be effectively

uc.ed to elicit adaptive achievement behaviors in children without long-term

negatiVe-effects-Orophyi-1981).-
Withough-pun;shment is considered py _most

workers in this field to be less effective. Etehaviaral methods have

been particularly successful with children who behave extremely maladaptively

in school settings (Haring & Phillips,,1972).

fhe problem is.that most teachers of nonhandicapped children have

oat had specialized, up-to-date training in behavioral techniques and they

often use reinforcement inappropriately. Teachers also tend to over-rely

-

on rewards and punishment to controb achievement behavior.
I will argue

in 'Is paper,that the long-term costs of strict adherence to a rein-

forcement model of achievement motivation, especially when it is inappro-

priately applied, as it usually is, has important lonFterm costs to

student motivation. Moreovsr, there are other motivational systems, to

bo di-.;.ussed later, that can be activated in educational settings.

Problems with Reward and Punishment

Consider first the potential hazards of over-reliance on rewards.

Traditional rewards used in most American classrooms are not universally

effective. Grades, for .example, are ineffective with children in early

elemeotary school becaise they have not yet learned the cultural value

pl.Aceci 6n high grades.
Furthermore, unless the value placed on ,grades

X111lP)/4.
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by teachers is reil ..ced by parents and peers, children of any age are

unlikely to work for such a symbolic reward. Alternative rewards (e.g.,

candy, money) have on occasion been used in schools, but-there re

obvious problems with these controversial reinforcers. The problem of

finding an effective reinforcer for achievement behaviors may be particu-

lar:i serious for adolescents whose concerns are often directed toward

pr.rlarity, athletics, or other nonacademic activities. Jndeed, among

sow:, rebellious on alienated adolescents fer.whom.success in school is

explicitly-devalued-i-high-grades_may_be _perceived as an embarrassment

rat:ler than as a reward!

A second problem with external reinforcement is that its effective-

nes,' is of,en short lived. ReArds may be effective in eliciting "new"

or "unestablished" behaviors, but if external reinforcement is not

yodually withdrawn, the behavior will occur oniy wider reward conditions.

'fim, when a reward is withdrawn altogether, the desired behavior occdrs

D

less frequently or ceases altogether.

The limitations of rewards become increaAngly important as childrem

advance in grade in school. The curriculuM in the ear,ly elementary

school grades is generally broken down into small units with frequent

opportunities for reinforcement. Most assignimpts are completed in less

than half an tiour and are reviewed by the teacher soon after. En the

upper grades, assignments are generally larger, less frequent, and they

span over a longer time p'eriod. Compare, for example, typical language

arts asSignments for elementary- and high-school students. The,younger

students may be giten in one day as many as three short assignments for

which they can receive reinforcyent.. High school students are more

likely to be asked to write a theme based on assigned reading )nce ry

X14DS/A
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w01 two. Conequently, while yotm children can oe reinforted for

0

a%.ery
;uncomponent of ',he 'academic task, older students must go.through

marv teps without any reinforcement (i.e,, they must read the assigned

\

Uti Jture, think about it:Emake-an outline, write, and-perhaps rewrite

the :.heme). The older student is not rewarded for the several tasks,

thai ere required to complete the assignmerlt.

'
For students who enter college, many rewards.(e.g*,obtaining 3

4

legree, getting into'graduate school,
gettfng a good job) are fdr remcved

from the immediate situation requiring achievement behaviors. EVen

_

wit:On a given course, a midter nd a final examination are often the

orily-'products" of a semester of acade ic labor that the professor sees,

and ,:onsequently, the only opportunities for students to be reinforced.

rhe prumise of such
di"Stant rewards will nut be effective for many

students who are accustomed to being reinforced for every acadehric

effort.

Rewarding achievement
behaviors in the classroom can also have

,negative implicatioris for childreh's
desire to pursue achievement-related

activities such as reading outside of school. If these activities are

..donu to obtain praise from the teacher or a good grade, the child may

ova: look the intrinsic value or pleasure that derives from learning

1

Punishment can also have negative consequences
for achievement

*

behavior.
Fear.orpuriishment, such as public humiliation or low grades,

can cause anxiety, which is well-known to seriously hinder learning if
gem

it '1'extreme (Hill & Sarason, 1966; Spielberger, 1966). Such fear can
0

cr attenti.,nai protlems or, if severe,-it can block mental processing

akug.lther.
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Miny children spend considerably more energy trying to avoid Punish-

ment Clan they do trying to understand materia+ or learn new skills.

fhtp:, for example, they avoid,asking questions or volunteering answers

'3 for fear of revealing their, i-gnoranee. Or, they turn in completed

'asigowents with answers that ttiey,know are incorrect rather than trying

.-to figure ouc the correct,answers because they,have. l'eiraed that punishment

for nutlurning in an assignment ofi time is more severe than punishment'

for poor VerformanCe.
Astilte classroom opservers have described thes?

and other elaborate measures that .some children take (e.g., Covington &

Beery, 1976; Holt, 194). Most of these Failure-avoiding behaviors
_

accomplish the student's immediate goal of avoiding punishment, but ttiey

ar'e ;elf-defeating in the long run.

filese are some*oethe practical problems related to over-Deliance

on rewdrds and punishments'in educational settings.
Revisions in reinforce-

oient, theory itself suggest further reasons'for reconsidering current

educa6onal practice based primarily on
traditiongl reinforcement theory.

These theoretical reV'isions', discussed below, have important implications '

for the use of reinforcements in the classroom.

The Discovery of Cognitions

fraditionally, reinforcement
theory waslro :ted.in a meqhanistic

"f behavior. Individuals' perceptions,
beliefs, or Aher cogni-

tions were not considered relevant. Behavior wasexplained entirely by

the individual's reinforcement
history (i.e., by their history of rewardS

and punishments). Thus, children's history of success (reward) and

failure (punishment) in school was believed to be the most important

determinant of achievement behavior. Children who had experienced a

niln proportion of failure were likely to give up more easily and exert

1.1.4DS/A 11
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lesr :;*forc in achievement.s.ettings than
children wl.)a had a higher pro-

,.

portior )f success experiehceS.

I. recent decades, theorists have introduced.larious cognitions

a

into to3ditional reinforcement,models.
Cognitive theorists claim that

:Jahavi:' is determined by students' beliefs, not simply by 4hether they

x.?
-slave bcen rewarded or punished in the past. ,Rotter, (1966) for example,

explain; that it is not the reward its,lf that increases the Uoqueny,

of behavior, but an individual's
beliefs about what brought abol,i; the

rewiro. If individuals do\ not perceive.rewards as
contingent on their

ydn be.*.avior
theyWill not expect

the'behavior to be follOwed by a .

mow(' in the future. Consequently, the reward wilq.not positively

influence future behavior: Far example, if,a child knows that everyone

in Ulf- class
received an.A on a

particular'assignment, he or she may

believe that the teacher gives A's indiscripinantly,
regard]eSs of the

qualRy of the product or the amount of,effort exerted. fhe child may

not iry very hard on a simirar
assignment in the future'becapse,the

reward (the A) is not believed to be contingent on his or her behavior.

Rotten refers to the individual's
beliefs regarding pervnal control

over the Cohtingency'of reinforcement,as
"locus of control.' ariefly,

"inturnal control"
refers to an individuals belief that 4n event or,

outcome is contingent on his' or her own behavior or on relae)vely permanent

personal characteristics such'as ability. The belief:that an event is

0

caus,.0 by factors beyond the individual's control (e.g., lucx, task

difficulty, biased
teacher) has been labeled "external cobtrol."

----Rotter.argues that a generalized belief system, developed rout of

pas; 2xperience in similar situations, influences an indiVidual's behavior:

Th*us children who have repeatedly experiencep_lailure regardless orii:o

XI:10VA 14
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amount of efforfthey have exerted may believe that success is not

contingent on effort, even in situations in which effort would Tead to

5t4tc:?.ss. A child's generalized belief, (i.e., success is not contingent ,

oh effort) may override information to the contrary in,any specific

;situation. Early school experiences can therefore have long-term effe:ts

on motivation by influencing young'children's deve oping belief systems.

aotter's theoretical
work has spewned an extens ve empirical litera-

tura linking students' academic achievement with their\locus of control

(for reviews, see Lefcourt, 1976; Stipek & Weisz, 1981). ,Clearly,

-

beliefs in the contingency of reinforcement infpuence
achievement behevior.

Children who believe that no matter how hard they try they will never

get ar acceptable grade are unlikely, to exert much effort. Children who

perceive the teacher as biased may likewise believe that grades are not,

contingent on the amount of effort they exert or the quality of the

i>product and consequently they may also stop trying.

Rotter's clistinction
between the beliefs that rewards are contingent

(internal) or not contingent
(external) on the subject's characteristics

or behavior has important educational implications, but practical class-

roum application has required certain refinements. Consider.the different

implications of perceiving ability versus
effort as the cause of achieve-

ment outcomes. Both are internal on Rotter's dimension, but children

who believe that their low grades are caused by-,.low abillty should

beliave differently in achievement settings from children who believe

that their low grades result from lack of effort. The latter children

are much more likely to try to succeed in future achievemenfsituations.

l:hildren who attribute poor performance to low ability are not likely to

'exert effort because low ability is generally
believed to limit the

effectiveness of effort.

X1410S/A
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%..cently, attribution
theorists have refined and elaborated upon

Rotte.'s concept of locUs of-control. Weiner (1979) chims. that effort

'andibility attributions, both internal, and treated equivalentlY by

Rotter, have different behavioral implications because effort is under

the control of th%individual and ability is not. Ability is also

generall perceived'is a relatively stable cause,
whereas effort can

vary from situation to situation. Thus, Weiner distinguishes between

two kinds of internal causes of achievement outcomes, controllable and

unstable causes like effort and uncontrollable
stable,causes like ability.

The control and stability dimensions that Weiner added to Rotter's

original internal-external
dimension allow much more refined behalioral

predictions from beliefs about the cause of reinforcements.

fhe other major difference between Rotter's and Weiner's analyses

of achtevement-related
cognitions is that Rotter emphasizes generalized

beliefs that develop with experience in achievement settings. and are

assumed to hold regardless of situational factors. Weiner, while admitt-

in§ thaC relatively stable individual differences in perceptions of the

cause of achievement outcomes may occur, emphasizes situational factors

, in subject's attcibutional judgments. He claims that individuals make

1.?

judgments about the cusgls of achievement,outcomes on the basis of

information in the current achievement situatidn. The difficulty of the

c, task, others' performance, and the subject's
anilysis of his or her own

competenCe at that particular task all bear on this judgment. Past

experience in similar achievement contexts is relevant, but it is only

one of many factors that are considered.
Weiner's view is somewhat more

optimistic since it suggests that we s;..Juld be able to change children's

caubal ittributions, whatever
their previous experiences in achievement

contc,ts, by manipulating current environmental variables.

Xlim5/A.
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Be,ietb about the causes of suca.ss and,failure as mediators of

at:h'ev9ment behavior
have been studied by Oweck and her colleagues

(D..eck, 1976; Oweck & Bush, 1976; Oweck,.Davidson, Nelson & Enna, 1973;

Neck 3, Gilliard, 1975; Oeck & Goetz, 1978; Dweck & Reppucci, 1973;

Dinner & Dweck, 1978). They note that some children with a history of

peor performance in school persist and actively pursue alternative

-olutions to a task when they encounter
failure, while the performance

of others undergoes marked deterioration in pe'rsistence or goility,

evidencing what they refer to as "learned,helplessness".
Whi'do chilLren

re.,pond differently to the same failure experience? Consistent with'

Weiner's attributional
analysis of achievemeht behavior, Dweck claims

tha.t learned
helplesiness in achievement situations occurg when students

j.,:-.ceive failure to be independent of their behavior. This perception

of failure as insurmountable is associated with attributions'of failure

10 stable and Lmcontrollabli factors,
such as lack of ability. This

attribution results in seriouslyimPaired- performance. In-contrast,

positive achievement
behavior tends to be associated with attributions

of failure to variable factors
which are in the Child's control, particu-

larly to lack of effort.

Oweck and others have developed educational programs designed

Tecifically to alter children',s causal
attributions for failure from

ability to effort (Andrews & Debus, 1978; Chapin &-Oyck, 1976; Dweck,

975, Schunk, 1982).
Essentially,tthese programs

attempt to shift

.:hildren's analysis of task situations
from, "I can't do this no matter

how hard I try, I'm just not smart
enough to learn it," to "I can do it

't try because I knew I'm smart enough."

.0S/A
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f:le results of DILeck's (1975) own intervention study provide compeli-

ing evidence for the importance of beliefs in achievement-re1atedbe4a0or.

She selected a sample of children who exhibited helpless behavior in

response to failure and randomly
assigned them to two treatment groups;

half of the children received only success
experiences, the other half

-eccived attribution retraining. lh the attribution retraining grouP

failune experiences were explictly attributed by the experimenter to

;11ifficient effort. At the end of 25.da11y sessions, both groups were

again tested for the effects of fail . on their performance. While no

improvement was shcwn by the succes. ,.(y training group, all of the

children in the attribution-fetraining group showed greater persistence

following failure than they had before.the training program.

So far attribution training programs have been applied exclusively

to low-achieving children. However, children
performing at any level of

achievement can develop learned helplessness. For some children a 8+

means unmitigated failure. lf these children
believe that they lack the

aptitude to achieve an A, they may become as discouraged as othkr children

who do not make passing grades.
Fear of a 8 on a test is as debilitating

for some children as is fear of an F for others.
Beliefs about the

cause of achievement outcome are
therefore just as relevant to the

optimal achievement
of high- as of low-ability children.

Even children
identified as gifted are not immune from feelings of

helplessness and the accompanying self-defeating
achievement: behaviors.

Indeed, gifted children may be especially vulnerablegbecause parents,

usually proud of their child's special academic
talents, often express

exceptionally high expectations that the child fee1s incapable of fulfill.

ihq. Since performance below parents'
expectations may be regarded by

APIOS/A
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'the child as fMlure, he or she mighe give up trying altogether. Gifted

childlw can also develop learned helplessness as a result of being

placed in a special class. A child who accustomed to being the

highest achiever in a regular class does not always adjust easily to

performing at a comparat,ively lower level among other gifted children.

A lower standing in the gifted class can cause
feelings of failure and a

belie that n6 amount of effort will a'ssure success (which they define

as being "the best" in the class). Thus, whatever the child's achievement

level, a belief that success cannot be achieved through effort will

usually result in l'elpless
behaviors in academic settings.

The most important
determinant of children's

interpretation of the

cause of their successes and failures is their
perception of their own

competence, i.e., whether they believe that they possess the necessary

ability to obtain some form of desired reinforcement. A child who

4

beli:Nes that he or she licks the basic ability will also believe that

no amount of effort will bring about a positive outcome.
Bandura (1977)

refers to the self-perception of possessing the prerequisite ability for

effort to be effective as "self-efficacy."
He and his colleagues have

depirmstrated the importance of self-efficacy.perceptions
for adaptive

liehavior for clinical populations
(especially phobics) as well as for

individuals in learning
situations (Bandura, 1982).

Confidence in one's ability to complete tasks bears on children's

strategies and attention while performing tasks, in addition to the

amount of effort they xert. Self confidence is, for example, related

to a distinction Nicoolls (1979, in press) makes between a "task-orienta-

Lion" and an "ego-oritntation."
When task oriented, the individual's

lttention is focused on the process of completing a task; when ego-oriented,

c.

X1.40S/A
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attentiun is focused on the self and especially on external evaluations

of the self.

fhe practic-1 implications of this distinction are illustrated in a

study by Peterson & Swing (1982). They observed children participating

In a lesson on probability and later interviewed them individually. One

of the students, Melissa, looked like she was paying good attention

throughout the lesson. However, when subsequently asked what she was

thinking about during the lesson, she commented that her'first thought

4
wa3: ...since I was just beginning, I was nervous, and I thought maybe

I wouldn't know how to do things...I was thinking that Chris would

prooably have the easiest time because she was in the top math group"

(p. 486). After a later lesson segment,.she responded: "Well, I was

mostly thinking...I was making a fool of myself" (p. 486).\\Clearly,

Mel,issa's attention was on herself alia not on learning about probabiljty.

In contrast, task-oriented
Jai responded to the same question by describ-

ing in some detail the strategies she used to solve the problems.

A final cognitive factor that has been given little considert:cn

in traditional reinforcement theory concerns the dedree to which children

respond to different kinds of reinforcers found in achievement settings.'

Rotter notes that a child's expectation that a given behavtor will bring

a given reinforcer only increases the probability of the occurence of

Oit behavior if the child values or desires the particular reinforcer.

Students who do not value high grades., for example, may not study for a

test, even though they believe that the high grade is contingent upon

tudying.

Values explain, to some degree, age differences in the effectiveness

of 1.,!:(Iforcers. When children first enter school, they'are most rcsoonsive

xIIIDS/A
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tc verbal praise (see Stipek in press a). The importance of teacher

approval is probably related to the young child's lack of discrimination

between a teacher's and a parent's role. Adult evaluation may also

carry greater weight with younger children because they, unlike older

children, apparently attribute full evaluative and moral authority to

adults (Kohlberg, 1969). Their teacher's approval is apparently more

important to them than are actual acadmic performande-outcomes. As

'children learn that eacher approval is linked to their objective adademic.
I.

performance,-gold stars, test scores, grades and'other symbols of their

performance become more-highly valued. As pointed out earlier, when

children enter adolescence, reinforcement relateeto academic performance

may decline in value while reinforcement related to popularity or athletic

prowess increases.

In summary; two major changes in traditional assumptions about how

to motivate children to benefit optimally from schooling have occurred

in recent decades. First, eviclience has mounted suggesting if used con-

tinuously, rewards and punishment can actually have the opposite of the
,

intended effect of increasing certain achievement-related behaviorS--at

least in the long run. Long-term negative effects of reliance on external

reinforcements can occur because children become dependent on them and

are consequently not motivated to engage in appropriate achievement-related

activities when external reinforcement is absent. Second, it ts not the

reinforcement per se that influences children's behavior in achievement

settings. Rather, cognitions, beliefs and Kalues determine behavior.

It is the child's interpretztion of the situation, not the,objective

facts, that determine his or her response.

Kl4DS/A
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These modifications in traditional reinforcement theory suggest

thil rewards and punishments should be used sparingly in the classroom,

although they shokOd not (indeed, could not) Le eliminated altogether.

This is troublesome for most educators who have relied almost exclusively

;.

.on external reinforcement to control children's achievement behavior.

Fortunately, there are alternative strategies available for maintaining

children's enthusiasm for academic tasks. We examine next proposals for

an "intrinsic" motivational system (as opposed to one that is' baseu on

external rewards'and punishments) that many motivational theorists

currently believe,,is relevant to achievvment behavior in the classroom.

Later, we will consider principles for the effective use of external

reinforcement, when it is necessary.

.Intrinsic Motivation

In 1959 White published an-ow-classic paper challenging the notion

that external reinforcement is necessary For learning-to_occur. He

'presents evidence suggesting that a phylogenetic characteristic 'if the--

human species is an intrina, "need" to feel competent, and that such

behaviors as exploration, curiosity, and mastery attempts are best

uplained by this innate motivational force. Successful mactery or

learning activities are naturally reinforcing because they result in

"eelings of competence. This motive is activated in any situation which

-provides opportunities for developing new competencies, and is therefore

particularly relevant to formal educational settings!

Wbjte's defense of an intrinsic competence motive rests partly on

its evolutionary adaptive value, since it impels the organism to deal'

more effectively with the environment.- Piaget (1952) also makes an

evolutionary argument for his similar claim that humans are naturally

X16DS/A
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inclined lo practicu newly developing competencies
("schemes" in his own

ter.iins:logy). Other theorists have extended in various directions

Whi?e'i and Piaget's basic notions regarding intrinsic competence motivati-on

(Doi, 1975; Harter, 1978, 1981; Hunt 1963, 1965, 1971).

All.of these theorists stress that external rewards ire unnecessary

for mastery or learning behaviorto occur. Indeed, Vt is these motivation

the'rists who argue that external reirforcement can have a negative

a:rict on behavior ill achievement situatioNs (see Bates, 1979; Condry,

Oeci, 1975, Notz, 1975). Supplying students with extrinsic incentives

claimed to be an artificial procedure that is not paralleled outside

of the classroom and may ultimately undermine the inherent human motive

tr !earn for the sake of learning.

rhis "undermining" effect of a Teward is illustrated by an anecdote

about an old man who was bothered by the noisy play of boys in the

neighborhood (from Casady, 1975). The old man called the boys together

mnd told them he was deaf and asked them to/Chout luder so he could

enjoy their fun. In return he would pay each of,Lhem a quarter. The

boys were delithted and on the first day'the old man was provided with a

c)nqiderable amount of noise for his money. On the second day, he told

:.he boys that he could only afford to pay twenty cents. The pay rate

Iwinuied day by day and eventually the boys became angry and told the

lid man that they certainly weren't going to make noise for nothing!

Fmphasis in the classroom on external rewards is believed to have

the same ndermining effect on children's intriOic desire to engage in

Ilern;ng task An external reward offered for engaging in a task that

A :olld might have een intrinsically motivated to do is believed to

-lift tfie child's atten ion from the original intrinsic motive to the

4t4OS/A
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e:,trnsic reward. When the reward is removed, the Child will no longer

en9a.,2 in the activity. Recent research
indicates, for example, that it

a obiid who likes to draw is offered a reward for drawing, he or she is

lest, likely to seek opportunities to draw after the reward is withdrawn

thar if no reward had been offered (e.g., Boggfano & Ruble, 1979; Lepper &

Greene, 1975; Lepper, Greene & Nisbett, 1973; McLoyd, 1979; Staw, ,1976).

Intrinsically motfvated achievement behavior is considered more

desi:able than exte-hially motivated achievement behavior primarily

because external
reinforcements are not always available. A child who

becomes dependent on rewards for engaging in achievement behaviors will

Fare poorly in educational environments
which do not provide constant

ivternal reinforcemerts.

Individuals are also believed to experience greater pleaure while

%In 1 in intrinsically, as compared 0 extrinsically::motivated
tasks.'

OeCharm, Deci, and other achjevement-motivatIon
theorists claim that

humans have a natural need to feel self-determining,
to believe that

they are engaging in activities by,their own volition rather than to

achieve some external reward or to 'avoid punishment (deCharms, 1976;

deCharms & Muir, 1978, Deci, 1975). Since extrinsic reinforcement tends

to foc*Js individual's attention on the external reasonsfor engaging in

d oehlvior rather than on personal volition,, it reduces the individual's

pleasure in engaging in a task.

Intrinsic motivation
is not entirely an inherent characteristic of

the task. Rather, the degree to which a' task will appeal to an individual's

intrinsic motivational
drive is partly

dependent on the context in which

,t is ..?,ncountered. Providing extrinsic
rewards and eliminating personal

f6r example, can render undesirable a task that, without these

coJstraints, might have been considered fun.

4
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Inscrinsic-motivation is just as valuable in work settings as in

educ.itional contexts. In any context individuals work harder and enjoy

their work more if there is some choice involved and the work satisfies

NN their naed to develop competencies
UnforeUnately, many jobs are unlikely

to.catisfy this need and will consequently be done.only for some extrinsic

reward, usually a wage. What we would hope is that individuals who fiad

themselves in jobs'that cannot satisfy their intrinsic need to develop

competencies will seek opportunities for'learning
outside of work.

Note, however, that emphasizing
ihstrinsic motivation in school does not

orliclude woeking for extrinsic rewards later on,. It is, in fact, much

easier to shift individuals frbm an intrinsic to an extrinsic orientation

than in the reverse direction.

eilthough many jobs provide little opportunity for individuals to

develop
new'competencies or to feel some amount of self-determination in

their Work, most tasks in sChool can be pre sented in a way that wo uld,

to swe degree, appea) to students' intrinsic motivational system. We

turh now to_a discussion of the kind of school environment that will

maintain children's intrinsic motivation and contribute to the other

positive motivational characteristics
discussed above.

The Educational Context

ihe preceding theoretical discussion
suggests three sets of motivational

characteristics that
contribute to optimal achievement and therefore

should be fostered in school. First, positive achievement-related

cognitions that result in adaptive learning behaviors and maximum effort

need to be fdtilitated by tte educational envirdnment. Children should,

ilaintain a positive view oPtheir competencies and the belief that they

posse-4 the necessary ability to master school-related malerial. As a

/.110S,,A 23
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consce, they sh:;uld maintain high expectatiJns to succted at academic

tass ..,nd when they fail, they.should not attribute the failure to lack

e

uf ability. Second, educatiofial
e\nvironments need io (pintain childrp's

intrinsic motivation to learn for the'sake of learning so yiat they will

continre to learn outside of school or in higher education institutions

where extrinsic
reinforcements'are Aither unavailable or delayed. Tasks

tilat ce,not be
presented in a way.,that appeals to

students in'xinsic

lompetence
motiveshoufd at least be viewed by them as instrumental to

meaningful personal goals. Third, the educational
environment should

encourage independent, self-directed
learning strategies that will

0

benefit children in and out of structured educational contexts.

We will consider first %he,effect of curOent educational practice

on these dimensions relate'd to children's:motivation
to learn. Then,

suggestions will be made for creating edncatibnal environments that

should better achieve our aims.

Tne Status Quo.

It is ironic that before children enter school, they possess the
0

kind of motivational
characteristics that we desire to "create" in

formal educational envicrnments. They have positive perceptions of

A.

their ,:ompetence and high expectations for success (see Stipek, in

rec b; Weisz & Stipek, in press). Because success and failure are

'generally attributed to effort, young
children are less susceptible to

learned helplessness
than,are older children (Rholes,

Blackwell, Jordon, &

Walters, 1980). Moreover, their task behavior is rarely debilitated by,

anxtety'about the quality of products or about external approval. The

le:!r,%inq activities that preschool-aged
children spontaneously engage in

Are Ilso primarily intrinsically motivating. For most young children

1(1,10YA 24
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adult. pr.lise far their learning efforts is pleasing, but superfluous as

far as Aotivation to engage in the activity js concerned. Finally,

young children's learning
is,Jor the most part, self directed; adults

tend ix serve more as resources than as instructors.

Schooling generally affects negatively these motivational characterls-

tic with which children enter school. rn school, children's achievement

errort- are evaluated and compared to the efforts of their classmates...

Elecat:le success
is usually based on a comparative standard, some children

necessarily experience failure.
Partly as a consequence of the evaluative

Opects of the'formal educational
setting, children's

perceptions of

6e4r-competence and their
expectations for success decline on the

\,

average over the eleMentary school grades%see Stipek, in press a;:' in

press b). From about the thirsi or fourth grade on, an increasing number

of ch.ldren begin to believe that no amount of effort will lead to

succest: and they begin to evidence learned helplessness.
Anxiety about

external evaluatiOn
also increases over the early school years as, self-

confidence declines'and as children become
soCialized to value grades

,and other symbols of achievement..

Intrinsic motivation
also wanes over the early elementary grades.

Rewards (happy faces, stars, etc.) are made
contingent on many activities

that ,hildren previously found intrinsically satisfying. Consequently,

childrgn's attention turns away from theintrinsic
motive (i.e., to feel

competent) toward the more salient extrinsic
motive (e.g., to get a star

N
5

on,a paper): Most formal educatIonal
environments seem to shift children

as quickly as possible from ap intrinsic motivational system to an

extlinsic system which is more under the control of the teacher. Tra-

ditioPctl schooling thus, seems to
inhibit rather than capitalize on

X140WA
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intrinsic motivational
system, 'and in other waYs.to diminish

than enhance children's enthusiasm to learn. The apparent inability

of th,: American
educational system to maintain the interest in exploration.'

and Icarning that seems to be intrinsic to most-children whem they enter

school has been lamented by many educational philosophers (e.g., Bruner,

1966; Dewey, MO; Goodman, 1962).

in school children are given much less choice in the

learning activities they engage in than they were given in presdhool and

in kindergarten. Choice increases somewhat in secOndarY Schools, but

the-level of independence in learning children enjoy before the§enter

school is never equalled in formal educational settivs.

In many respects,
these changes are necessary.

Comparisons withv

other children are to soMe-degree unavoidable when children are educated

in groups, arid these comparisons will inevitably result in lowered

,
self-confidence for some children. Intrinsic motivation also cannot be P

relied uponfor many school tasks. Some learning goals will surely seem

irrelevant to children who do not understand the competencies required

,

in a modern technological society.
Teachers may find, for eZample, that

children:s intrinsic motivational system simply does not apply to learnlng

the multiplication
tables; 'yet he or she.:will probably

believe that this

..:ompetency it critical for addlt functioning. The high level of inde-

ppeNdence that young children have in learning situations before school

also cannot be sustainecHn school.
Childreft are very unlikely to.

'choose" to engage im many of,the academic tasks critical to the edUca-

tionil curriculum.
Notwithstanding these limitations, however, most .

edur)tionaCenvironments could be improved in ways that would positively

4f1(xt children's
motivation to learn. We turn now to cpcommendatiow;

uch improvements.

XPIPS/A 26
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Maintainino Pbsitive Achievement-Relaili Cocnitions.

Evaluation based on class norms contributes
significantly to ma,

cb)ldren's negative achievement-related cognitions. In the individual

competitive model that characterizes most classrooms rewards are allocated

among individuals 'according to their relative performance. Competition

among individual.s of equal ability can be effective in oPtimizing effort

bn.caufe success is largely afunction of effort. However, in ikore

typical classroome Mposed'of competing individuals of unequal Abilities,

the outcome is detemined bnly in pet by ability; increments in effort

by any competitor do not necessarily increase his or her probability of.

success. Accordingly, a competitive Model could inhibit high effortS in

high-ability students because they can succeed without.great effort when
.

they are competing against students of lower ability. For the lower-

ability students, competition tan have
deifastating'effects on their

achievement behavior. In educational contexts in Which success and

failure are defined normatively, many
chfldren.firiii themselves in a

situation in which,no amount'of effort will ever lead to suCcess.

Inevitably these-children lose their senseof efficacy, begin to expect

relatively poor performance and when they do fail, they naturally attribute

tIwt failure to their poor ability. Since effort does not lead to

ess they begin tofeel helpless-and often give up trying altogether.

This portrait applies to children who fare poorly when compared to peers

in their present classroom, even if in other classrooms, they might be

the top of their Class. For most children the standard by which they"

measure themselves is based on the
children in their own classroom.

How might the inevitable failure and accompanying negative achieve-

related cognitions be avoided? Success must be viewed in terms of

'9
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exceeding one's own standard rather than surpassing the performance of

others.
Children should be graded according to bow their performance

compares to their previous
performance or to standards set for them,

rather then according to how their performance compares to others'

p.erformance.
Learning can then be a cooperative

rather than a competitive

renture.

Both high- and low=ability students can benefit from this kind of a

oast;:ry as opposed to a competitive evaluation.system. Low-ability

,

students benefit from a mastery orientation because success is attainable

and effort should always have some pay-off. High-ability students

alJays have a higher standard of excellence to aspire to, since the

objective is to surpass one's own previous level*of performance. This

is in contrast to a competitive reward system in which all high-ability

students have to do to succeed
is'outperform their peers to succeed.

For some children, outperforming classmates ts accomplished with little

effort and since they are not rewarded for achieving at still higher

levels, they "take it easy." Many of the high-ability students I have

interviewed have proudly informed
melhat they can finish their. work'in

half the time it takes their* classmates to'complete assignments.
The

:emining time is often wasted. In a mastery-based
program, these

;tudents would be
encouraged to move on t6 the next level of an acanwic

task.

This is not to say that every minute of the school day should be

;pent engaged in.academic tasks. To the contrary, nontask tiffie spent

socializing with peers and in play
activities can be valuable for children,

-

?sr,cially in the,early grades.
However, in some classrooms, high-ability

Wren spend most of their Lime waiting for their classmates to complete

elDS/A 28
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tasks. A more individualized
evaluation system can eliminate-unnecessary

and undesirable waiting time.

A ioastery-based
evaluation system is oftenglissociated with indi-

vidualized instruCtional techniques, but it does not preclude either

direcr instruction or instruction to small groups. Teachers can provide

direct instruction to a small group of students who have reached the

same !eve] of mastery and are ready to be exposed to new concepts.

However, the groups should be loosely formed with the potential of

Oanging composition every day.

Educational programs based on a mastery rather than a-normative

model have been tried, and in many cases these programs have resulted in

a relatively high level of effort and achievement (see Block & Burns,

1976; Bloom, 1976; Good & Stipek in press;,Slavin 1977,. 1980. Yet

mastery-based orograms.have not been implemented on a broad scale in the

United States. Perhaps this is becaUse a competitive classroom model is

consistent with the larger economic and politica4 contexi of American

schools and a noncompetitive model rune counter to other socializing

influences.

Children themselves have been known to sabotage teachers' efforts

to emphasize personal rather than normative §tandards. In individualized

programs in which students are supposed to be working at their own pace

and focqsing on developing
competencies rather than outperforming class-

mates, some children introduce normative evaluation by informally creating

a "race to the end of the curriculum." While the teacher reinforces

each child for his or her personal gains, children sometimes focus their

attertion on their relative
positions in the steps toward finishing the

entire.curriculum (Levine, in press). Since most children have had

X14U4/A
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eriwice in competitive classrooms before they are exposed to a mastery-

):ogram and they have been exposed to competitive situations

outsis'e of school,
their tendency to compare their performance to class-

mat e,. qtay be the product of socialization. Whether because humans are

naturully endowed with*a need for social comparative
information, or .

becau-e Social
compariSop and competition are socialized in American

:hiiken, students' inclinatimto seek normative information about

their performance
cdusesogie difficulties for teachers attempting to

emphasize mastery.

One might argie that it is not advisable to try to minimize social

comparison in the classroom because children will have to function in a -'

competitive environment as adults. My own view is that the benefits of

compotition in our society are-seriously
overrated, that cooperation is

likely to further most individuals'
ispirations than is competitive-

nes Moreover, cooperative,
none,ompetitive learning

environments, in

whici all children are pushed to higher levels of excellence, in wtri-eh

somil; children's successes do not necessarily mean other children's

fai :ire, and in which all children have an opportunity to succeed by

eff A, are Likspiy to enhance the achievement of children at all ability

I :' is.

When\the teacher does introduce competition
into the classroom, an

efr4rt shOuld be made to avoid the seHous 'negative achievement-related

cog.itions that could occur.
Covington and Beery (1976) proyide,an

ex(.ellent example of a competitive academic game that protects against

the,,e possiblc negattve effects. Ln a spelling bee involving two teams,

4.(.1 child.is given tPe choice of a difficult, medium, or easy word.

b' lumber of points the child's team receives dopends on the difficulty
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l'wel of %he word the child chooses. The words in the three difficulty

caiegorids are determined by each child's own spelling ability. Conse-

quently, all children have an equal chance of contributing points to

theft' te-Am. Educational researchers
havp developed many eimilar strategies

for team competition in which teams are comprised of children differing

in ability level so that all teams have an equal chance of winning.

(A1'onson, Stephan, Sikes, planey & Snapp, 1978; Devries & Slavin, 1978;

Sharan, 1980).

ThEre are other ways of maintaining positive achievement-related

cognitions that are compatible With a de-emphasis on normative standards.

The structure of c.Tassroom instruction, for example, has been found to

affect children's beliefs about their competence (see, for example,

Blumenfeld, Pintrick,
Meece & Wessels, 1982; Bossert, 1979; Rosenholtz &

Rosenholtz, 1981;
Rosenholtz & Wilson, 1680). ClasSroom structures that

maximize
opportunit'ies for performance

comparisons have been associated

with negative achievement-related
cognitions. Whole-class recitations

or question-answerperiods
need to be done cautiously because wrong

Answers automatically become public.and comparable.
Giving the same

assignments to all children at,the same time als& facilitates comparisons.

Ability grouping, if it is stable and salient, can have negative effects

-

on some children's achievement-related cognitions. In *contrast, a

highly individualized
classroom structure in which children's tests vary

and their interactions with the teacher are
either private or in small,

, changeable groups, minimizes the publicness of performance and evaluative

feedback.

Note, however, tl7at while some classroom structures facilitate

.coinparisons more than others,
the.teacher.is probably a more important

X1,106/A 31.
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fa,..or than the

structure of the
classroor.

Whole-class
question and

answer periods,
for

example, can be done in a way that is
potentially

humiliating for children who give
wrong.answers. In this

situation,
tatking in

self-confidence rarely
participate because the risk

is too high. It is not unusual for a small group of
high-ability students

to
dominate such,

question-answer
instructional

periods.
HOwever,

sensitive

teachers who
integrate wrong

answers into
their

instructton, thus giving

each :hild a feeling
of having

made a
constructive

contribution to thu
discussion, can engage the

participation of all
childrea and avoid

feelings of
humiliation or

embarrassment from wrong
answers.

Given that in almost any
educational context

children will to some

degrae.be aware of how their
performance

compares to the
performance of

other
children, the teacher has the

additiona task of
minimizing thelegative-implications of this

self-assessment for the
relatively poor-

achieving child. 'Within the
acideMic domain of

classroom
activities,

interpreting errors as
failure is one

avoidable'practice that unques-
tionably

contributes to many
children's lack of self

confidence: It is
ironic that errors

are considered
a natural

riart of skill
learning

outside of school. No one would
expect to Make only

perfect
serves when

litarning how "to
play tennis,

nor are bad verves cause for
embarrassment

or 1 belief
that no amount

of practice
will ever bring

success. Yet in
school, children learn to

devalue errors, even on
assignments based on

new material
or concepts.

Papers With no errors
receive gold stars,

smiling
faces, A's or are

displayed'on the bulletin board.
Indeed, some

high-achieving
students

findanything less than 100% correct cause for
-0o;,re

disappointment.

X14vS/A
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F,rors should be
approached ds a natural part of learning. Indeed,

there ;.; good reason why assignments done without errors should.be cause

for concern. If no errors are made the task obviously required no

learning. Children who
continually turn in papers with no mistakes are'

clearly not being given challenging assignments
that push them to the

levelsof excellence that they are able to6 achieve. Thus, treating

.ireors as something to be avoided impacts
negatively on the relatively

000r-e-chieving student who is continually
humiliated by errors and it is

h4rmful to the highachieving student who becomes more notivated to

comple!.e assignments
with no errors than to engage in activities that

challenge his or her current level of competence. Of course, this

principle applies only to performance that reflects the student's true

ability level,
i.e.,'his or her best effort. Errors resulting from low

effort or sloppiness are not to be regarded favorably. It is often

difficilt to distinguish errors
resulting from low effort versus lack of

mastery. Teachers must
nevertheless be good diagnosticians to enable

them to make tiis distinctions as well as-possible.

fhoughtful teachers have developed many clever methods to avoid the

negative effects of,incorrect responses.
One teacher I,interviewed

develooed the simple but ihgenious method of marking incorrect responses

on wr'tten
assignments with a dot. Students continued,to

Work on asign-

ments ntil all answers were correct. Dots could easily be changed into

che6- marks indicating correctness,
without leaving any

evidence of the

the original error.
Thus, when a student had completed a workbook, fur

example, only checks, indicating total mastery, were evident. By utting

41 symbol for incorree-ness
that could be easily changed into the vp:!:ol

f correctness, errors were treated as a natueal step in masterino

naLerial.
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kmphasis on a na;row band of academic tasks, will also almost

inevif.snly cause some children to believe that attempts to try for a

va1ue4 positive outcume will never be rewarded. Giving children who

fare poorly in traditional academic tasks opportunities to publically

e/cei in other activities, however, might sustain a sense of personal

efficacy and self worth and the belief that effort does pay off. In .

most classrooms the teacher creates ah environment in which academic

excellence, narrowly defined, is cleaxy More highly valued than other

kinds of achievements. 'Musical, artistic, and athletic talent could be',

resoonded to just,as enthusiastitally, even if given less instructional

time ,It is the teacher's task'to find the strengths and talents of

each and to provide opportunities for everY child, to express those

talents.

In summary I have proposed as strategies yor maintaining a sense of

selr gorth in children: 1) evaluating on a masterY rather then a normative

standard; 2) minimizling salient public evidence of individual children's

performance; 3)
considering,errprt as a normal Aspect of mastering new

skills, and 4) providing
opportunities for all children to demonstrate

compotence in an activity that is publically valued by the teacher. All

or %bese teaching strategies should hel0 maintain positive achievement-

reitied cognittons, including self-efficacy
("I can do it or IParn it if

I tAy"), high expectations for success, and if "failure" occurs (which

it 0ould naturally) an assumption that continued effort will correct

the failure. These cognitions are certainly more likely to result in

hitl% effort and continued
ihterest in learning than will feelings of'

in("%opetence or a perception that no amount of effort will ever lead to

;Ur
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A :a.ssible
objection to this general goal is that universally higk

per.Tpt'ons of competence among children May result in unrealistic

oTeLtations and
aspirations in ti.m "real world." Maintaining high

expect.itions for success within a 'particular academic context does not

preclude realistic
perceptions of an appropriate educational

program or

real'stic occupational aspirations. Any normally intelligent child with

athvate teaching cah master the elementary school
curriculum and when

chil,lren reach junior high or high school, where there is some choice in

subjects and level of'difficulty,
students can-be counseled to take

\

courses appropriate for their aptitude and interests.

To be sure, long-range educational/and occupational aspirations

preseni a difficult dilemma because as long as some occupations are more

highly valued in society than others, many individuals will percei've

highly valued professions as unattainable.
Realistic aspirations shoul.d

be encouraged since not all youths can become doctors, lawyers, or

school district superintendents.
But all students should believe that

they can master the educational curriculum in which they are placed. If

they cannot, they are inappropriately placed.

Maintaining Intrinsic Motivation

Many of the tasks
required in school seem less intrinsically reinforc-

ing than the tasks children engage to spontaneously in early childficods

flaw.; it is not realistic to ex2ect to rely solely on an intrinsic motiva .

tional system in school. Well-informed teachers can nevertheless capitalize

0

morn n children's intrinsic
motivational system and minimize the negative

lowterm effects of extrinsic reinforcement.

there are, for e;ample, more and less attractive ways to present

tas:- and the creative teacher who designs
learning,ta$ks that are alco

XlefuS/A
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appealing to
children will need extrinsic reinforcers less than the

teacher who presents tasks in their dullest,
least attractive form. ,

A less obvious principle of task selection concerns challenge.

Piaget emphasized
in his writings on cognitive development

that children

are naturally,inclined to practice newly developing skills and they

experience the greatest amount of pteasure in accomplishing challenging

tasks. 44timal pleasure derived from challenging taSks has been empirically

demonstrated-by Harter (1974). Thus, once'a skill has beeh fully mastered,

it is no longer intrinsically motivating.
Consider as an example the

todaler who repeatEdly (and .Sometfies irritgly)engaget
in same new

activity that seems to serve no useful purpose.(e.gi,
tyiniand untying

shoes; opening and closing doors).
The'ski.11 is eventually

mastered and

suddenly the activity that seemed so enjoyable is no longer intrinsically

0
motivating.

This same principle applies,to
learning,activities in the classroom.

Tasks that are far beyond the chiles current skill level or that exercise

fully mastered
skills are not likely to evoke intrinsic motivation.

The

latLer situation is common in American schools. My own observations of

classrooms indicate th a t high-achieving
children's intrinsic motivation

,

syt4tems are rarely active ed because the academic prograM is not suffi-

ciently individualized
to pr ide them with challenging tasks. Relative),5

,

,

high performers
succeed in near y all required academic tasks and op or

,

\

two errors are often viewed with ser7 disapproval. Since tasks/that

students can complete with no errors cannot be challenging
enough to be

intrinsically motivating,
the students t 11 their attention to external

re;nforcements as an incentive. Thus, the 0% at the top of the paper,

'-- puhlic display on the bulletin board, or the teacher's
continued high

X1g0s/A
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The long-term effects of this
erientatipn can be seen in students

who, are more concerned about the teacher's
evaluation of their work than

about developing academic competencies And who are humiliated by any

grade lower than an A. The high-aptitude student has perhaps he most

to lose from an educational environment that provides tasks which usually

result in errorless papers and high grades rather than tasks-which

Sallenge their competencies. By directin4high-achieving
students'

atLention to external rewards, this practice engenders a cautious approach

to learni 4/situations. When these
individuals are given some choice in

acad lc tasks, they often select the assignment or the counse that

sure s them of a good grade rather than learning. Thisais unfortunate
7

for the studerit,vho could benefit from greater academic challenge. It

is undoubtedly an
explanation for many highly competent', individuals'

(especially among females'Y avoidance of science and math (see'Parsons,

Adler, Kaczela, 1982; Parsons, Kaczala, & Meece, 1982). ,

In addition to,being challenging, tasks.need to be presented with

an emphasis on developing,competencies
rather than on external evaluation.

Maehr and his colleagues have found in their research
that children are

mcst inclined to pursue academic activities outside of school that are

presented to them in a classroom atmosphere which de-emphasizes external

evnluation. Children are less interested in continuing activities

associated with external
iiialuation in a classroom context (Maehr, 1976;

Maehr & Stallings, 1972; Salili, Maehr, Sorensen, & Fyans, 1976). Maehr

r

argues that the emphasis on external evaluation undermines children's

sense of autonomy and control in learning situations, and consequently

their intrinsic mot,iyation.

XVIDS/A 3
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Maohr's analysis may explatn why so few, junior high school students

arproach their algebra homework with the same intensity and zeal that

they approach such cognitively
demand4n activities as dungeons and

dragons or computer games.
Dungeons and dragons apd computer games are

not necessarily more
interesting than algebra. The more important

difference between these intellectual
activities is the context in which

they are encountered. An exhilerating feeling of satisfaction can .

accompany solving a difficult math problem. But such accomplishments

usually occur in a conteki in which external evaluation is highly'salient

and anxiety about potential failure detracts from 'the enjoyment that

mastery itself can produce. Algebri may never be done as enthusiastically

as dungeons and dragoni or computer games, but it could be much dess

oppressive if external evaluation was, less salient.

But what about tasks that are'not intrinsically 'appealing under any

circumstances? Many academic tasks will seem useless and irrelevant to

children, and consquently they will not provide them Witfi the feelieng of

competence that is necessary for intrinsic motivation to be activated.

Alternative strategies for mOtivating children to enjige in such tasks

must be sought.

In some cases, intrinsic motivation can be activated by'linking the

immediate tasl,i to the student's long:range goals or"to another actWity

that is more appealing. For elementary-school-aged
children ttnese

long-range goals need to th in close view, as delayed reinforcements

have minimal effects op young children's behavior. Not until high

scheol ire students likely to be motivated to engage in activities that

are linked to occupational aspirations.
At all ages, the immediate task

be instrumentally
related to the long-range goal. Teachers

Xl40S/A 36
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.shuu;d avoid making.reinforceri (e.g.,,going.outside
to'play) arbitrarily

cor:tingent on completing an academic task. .Reinforcement used this way

is likely to undermine whatever
intrinsic interest the child has in the

task. 8eginning work on,an appealing project might be made contingent

on mastering a,particular skill that is necessary for successfully

completing the project. Thus, for example, building a model city to

:..;cale ight be made contingent on mastering certain matfiematical principles,

rhis kind of contingent reinfdrcement
should enhance the value of the

imMidiate skill to be mastered.

There are certain)y many situations in which some external rein-

forcement seems necessarY. If external,reinforcement
is used sparingly,

and ifcertain
principles are followed, the long-term negative effects

can be minimized. For example, if the information-value
of a reward is

emphasized, the reward is less likely to undermine intrinsic motivation

than if the reward itself is emphasized (Deci, Nezlek, & Sheinman,

1981). Thus an A can ,be given to provide
the'student with feedback

about his Dr her skill attainment, but it shoufd not be viewed as something i

that is valuable in itself. The teacher is better Advised to say to a

child, "You have had A's on your last three arithmetic papers; Loess

you have mastered these concepts and are ready to go on to some new

..701epts," rather than "Congratulations, you
received th'e onV A io the

4

Gratuitous
noncontingent rewards are also not advisable. If

,reinforcement is not made contingent on Some performance standard, it

proyilhs no information. Indeed, achievement
motivation theorists ha./e

rv:.0n0y grgued that pratuitous praise can actually cause students Co

iv ;! their slf-perceritions of abili.ty.
Praise for poor performanGe is

XI4DS/A
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.Interpreted by thb student as evidence of the tea-Cher's low expectations

for hi.s Or her performance. Global, positive rlactions should also be

ayoided. Aather, rewaras should be contingent on specific, clearly

defined,.accomplfshments.
If, external reinforcement-is

used itcording ,

to the*ie
recommendations it should not undermine children's intrinsic.

motivation to learn for the sake of learning. (See Brophy, 1981, for

0

further recommendations on the effectire use of rewards.)

Maintaining Independent Self-Directed Learning

Autonomous learners must trust their own
evaluation'and ability to

diagn6se problems when learning new skills. Covington and Beery (1976)

suggest many methdds for helping Children d6elopskills

tion. Providing models to which children-tan corlpare their own woisk is'

one such simple technique. Encouraging children to be self critical and

: to trust their
oWn judgment are other strateg-es

that can be used

effectively.

Realistic personal goal setting is also necessary for autonomous

learning. The ability to set realistic goals is critical for the college

ltudent who typicallyreceiyes
little day-to-day guidance in organizing

the work load. Clearly am educational program in which the teacher

tells students what to do, when to do it and how long it should take

will oot enhance students' abiLity to set realistic goals, although a

considerable amount of teacher direction may be required in the first

few years of elementary school. Alternative mode:ls to this more corown

situal'on have been developed (see, for exavale, Frank, 1980; Homme,

MI); ;7;iiny, 1965;
Rich4r & Tjosvold, 1980; Thomas,

1980; Wang &

19/6) Some models encourage
children, under the gentle guidance'9f Lhe

1.01cht, to set their own learning.goals-for
spcified amount of Lille.

. In 1,w case& these .are formal contractual agreements.

40



Wang and Stiles (1976), for example, found in an interventlon study

tio:: assignments were
more likely to be complettid when students were

allowed to determine'the order in which assignments were done. High School

science students
studied by Rainey (1965) showed more care and involvement

in laboratory work when they were,encouraged to organize their own

experiments than when giVen detailed instructions and direttions.

Comparisons of classrooms varying in student autonOmy have yielded

similar results. Deci, Schwartz,
Sheinman, & Ryan (1981) observed tnat

elementary-school
teachers who encouraged student autonomy, compared to

teachers who eMphasized direct teacher control, had students with higher

levels of
task-involvement and a higher sense of competence. Pascarella,

Walberg, 'anker, & Haertel '(1981) report that high sthooli students

evidenced More intéresi in science if they were in classrooms where

students 'had relatively greater
control over learning.

DeCharms has implemented educational programs that are specifical)y

aimed at developing personal responsibility for learning (DeCharms,

1968, 1972, 1976). He trains teachers to themselves taka mere respcinsi-

bility.and eel greater control over
their.clasp-ooms and to encourage

students to do the same.
Emphasis is placed 0-participation, choice,

.?

and freedom in the classroom. His program t)as resulted in students'

greater,responsibility over thetr learning, higher achieve'mnt

scores and even higher rates of high school graduation among low-income

youth.

Thus, many educatiOnal models
encoUraging greater student autonomy

ond independence have been developed. All of these programs'
offer an

.1to.native to the more typicalgclassPeem in
whicb students are zessen-

L.,dly,.in the term coined by DeCharm, "pawns" of the teacher, in which

'



t. acher '..erves as the sole evaluator and dispenser of reoards and

punisliwmts.
Researchers have shown thaL these-alternative, mouels of

educetion often result in a higher level of intrinsic motivation, more

independent, self-diTected
learning strategies, and usually a higher

ley& of achievement.

Teacher Variables

Mere are te'rtainly other: factors that affect the level of students'

-.motivation. The teacher's own enthusiasm for teaching, for example,

f affects students' enthusiasm. To be sure, a teacher who communicates

plea,,ure in his or her mirk ahd who presents tasks as interest:ing and

valuIhle is more likely to maintain student enthusiasm than the teacher

who communicates boredom and presents tasks as though they had no in-

trimic interest or value.

Teachers' expectations are also well known to influence students'

performance (see Brophy & Good, 1974; Good, 1981, for,reviews). Students

who have teachers who expect them to put forth their best effort and who

communicate that expectation are more likely to pay attention and work

:-

hard than are students who have a teacher who expects less.

whether students resPect the teacher also affects the amount of

lffQrl- they exeri: in the classroom. This may be especially important in

the ;.:!..er grades when youths are highly evaluative and sometimes distrust-

ful 0 idufts. Without the btsic respect of the students, a high school

teachoi may'find useless all of the other principles and st,ategies

discussed in this paper for optimizing motivation.

ieachers' respect:for-the
children may be as important as children's

,(141; -;

for the teacher. Whether teachers communicate positive regard

each child, regardless of the,child's academic performance, may

4
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be one of the most important factors in children's willingness to take

academic risks. "Noncontingent positive regard". (Rogers, 1951) mAy be

particularly-important in the early elementary grades when children are

especially concerned about the teacher's acceptance. The teacher's

respect for students' ideas is also important. Clearly, the teacher who

ridicules students ideas is unlikely to obtain maximum participation

and effort.

(hese and other teacher variables
all'have a bearing on the amount

of effort children exert on academic tasks. Optimizing motivation

therefore requires
consideration of teacher characteristics in addition

to teaching and evaluative strategies and other classroom context variables.".0

COnclusion

the recommendations
presented may seem reminiscent of the open

classroom movement of the 1960's,and out of touch with the current

back-to-basics thrust. In some respects, the educational model discussed

here actually dates back to John Dewey. But, these ideas a're not antitheti-'

cal to an emphasis on basic skills or highly demanding academft subjects.

To the contrary, the more
demanding the task, the more important are the

motivational factors discussed in this paper. Academic subjects like

scienre and math probablysuffer the most from traditional instructional

techniques. These are the subjects that even highly capable students

are reluctant to pursue, in part because they have learned to value high

,
grades over ah academic challenge.

Children's disi-ntel:est in the most.basic of skills--reading--has

often been lament4j by parents. While motivation for reading has probably

hinn .6st affected by the availability of television, the association ot

rpadinq with a highly evaluative, anxiety-provoking school context may

Y.1,10YA.
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a:'so e.e a factor.
Furthermore, reading is something that children have

learned to do in order to avoid punishment or to.gain some reward (e.g., a

good grade). The intrinsic
pleasure in reading may

therefore not be

-apparent. Thus, the typical response to a parent's admonishment, "why

don't you read a book instead of watching television all the time," may

be something like "I already read the two books,I had to make book

reports on this year." , Perhaps if teachers required television vieoing

is homework and tested students on the content, they would watch less

televislon and read More books!

Traditional educational
programs may foster more fear than joy of

learning. If our goal is for students to exert maximum effort on academic

tasks in the classroom and also to be prepared to benefit from higher

education programs and if we want individuals to Value learning ;:md to

be motivated to seek learning opportunities
throughout their adult

liVes, radical changes are
going to be necessary\in educational Niviron-

ments.

But, what about
children who have been in our schools for many

years, those who have lost their self confidence and are convinced that

they will never achieve academic success, or those who engage in acKle.mic

jctivities,only.to obtain'external
rewards, or those who are unable.to

wr..1. independently?
By high school many of the students who lad: self

confidence have become
alienated from the school environment; usually

they have begun to invest Lheir energy in alternative
domains in which

, they have some chance for success, such as sports or less socially

sanctioned activittes as gangs.
Students who have become especially

-

.:oncoened with external
evaluations do noVdevelop their full academic

potential because they avoid the most demanding intellectual subject.,

xlilos/A
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If p6sitive evaluation has been based entirely on a competitive model,

success may come to them too easily and, as a consequence, they may not

be 1,oLivated'to aspire and work toward higher levels of excellence. Is

high school too late to affect the motivation of these students?

The answer is a definite no. Perhaps the most remarkable thing

aboat youth ,is their ability to respond to the demands and expectation:,

of A new environment. That is not to say that it is easy to convince a

sLudent who hai fared poorly in school for many years that he'or she can

sucreed with some effort. Nor is it easy to convinCe the high achiever

that the academic challenge of physics is worth ris.king the lower grade.

But highly skilled teachers and an environment in which 41f-directed

learning is encouraged and external evaluation ahd competition is de-empha-

sized can be very effective in reacquainting students with the pieasure

o! leJrning.

.fo be sure, it is preferable to provide from the very beginning a

learning environment that is conducive to self confidence, intrinsic

motivation and independent, self-directed, learning. It is easier to

maintain than to recreate these desirable motivational characteristics

with which young children come to school. 'But a teacher in any grade

-0,,,n;d be encouraged to create an edueational context that supports

motivational characteristics.
Students may resist at first, but

.many are likely to respond with great enthusiasm and to benefit throughoW

Idulthood.

Policy Implications

fhe recommendations made here are designed to serve as principles.

prescriptions. They must be adapted and implemented by each

hor according to his or her own special stengths and teaching style.
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The:. lust also be adapted to the special characteristics of the students.

41'

The ct,ildren's
cultural backpround, for example,. may

need to be_ considered

in determining
the degree to which cooperation versus competition is

emphasized or inselecting a whole-class, small-group, or individualized

instructional format.
Each teacher must experiment with and evaluate

methods within the context of his or her own classroom.

Many of the recommendations made here for enhancing achievement

motiwatien are not implemented easily. They require considerable skill

and dedication on the part of the teacher. Ongoing in-service training

is therefore crucial. In-service programs cante useful because they

,provide an opportunity for teachers to share ideas "..md strategies with

each other and to become acquainted with recent developments in educational

'research. Educational researchers in achievement
motivation have done

considerable
expeflmental work to test the basic assumptions presented

nere and they have implemented and evaluated educational
prngrams that

apply these motivational
principles to real classrooms. Teachers would

certainly benefit from a familiarity
with this work.

To facilitate the application of research'findings'to
the classroom,

educational researchers
must be encouraged:to communicate

their research

findings in ways that are understandable and useful to teachers. This

eould beaccomplished,
in part, by stipulating such communication in

grants frOm federal agencies.

Administrative support at the school level is essential. Teachers'

clas,..room requirements
generally do not allow time for the continued

traiiing that is critical to their effectiveness in the classroom. Some

re40-tion in classroom time would be necessary to enable moi't teachers

:,ftnefit from an in-service
training program. Reduced class size.,

46
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fe.. the First and second grades would also be advisable. Individualiza-

t,on is difficult in these grades because children lack the inaturity and

school experience that is necessary for self-directed learning. Yet

experiences in the first few .grades in school often set a child on a

course that is difficult to reverse thereafter and smaller class sizes

would facilitate the appliCation of the motivational principles discussed

lhove to set them on the right course.

Most of these policy
recommendations have a price tag on them, bt.t

the potential gain in student achievement seems to me to outweigh the

modest cost. ily oCinview is that attracting talented
indiviudals to the

teaching profession
will ultimately have the greatest impact on students'

motivation and excellence in education.
But this is a policy issue

beyond the scope of this paper.
Considerable progress

could be made now

toward-optimizing
students' motivation

to learn by providing teachers

with knowledge and administrative encouragement which will allow them to

transcend the traditional model of education that most teachers experi-

enced as students and that still predominates
in American classrooms.

4'
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